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Minutes of Meeting of Windmill Surgery PPG on Thursday 28th 

January 2016 

 

Those in attendance: - Chair Jane Scarfe, Vice-Chair Chris Longhurst, Secretary Julie Adamson, Guest 

speaker John Reuben, PPG members: Robert McGill, Steven Ashling, Jaybee Brown, Viv Hawes,  

Hugh Slade and Joy Batley. 

Apologies: - Tony Vale, Sharon Marsden, Yan Hardinge, Linda Davis. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Jane welcomed everyone to the meeting and thanked them for attending and introduced John 

Reuben who is the Lead Pharmacist for South Norfolk Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG). 

The minutes of the last meeting were agreed after 3 corrections made (Yan appeared twice in 

attendance list and 2 typos) 

Jane gave the meeting updates on Yan’s behalf as follows: 
 
Matters Arising 

 All GP and Nurse vacancies now filled. 

 The practice is still recruiting for a full time receptionist. We were asked to tell anyone we 
know who might be interested. Part-time or a job-share would be considered for the right 
person with good telephone and IT skills, enthusiasm and initiative. 

 
Booking System 

 Text messages are being sent 2 days ahead to remind patients of appointments. 

 The triage system (directing patients to the right healthcare professional) is not yet in place 
as the first course attended to train staff was unsuitable. Triage will not be introduced until 
full training has been undertaken.  Yan to discuss with Dr Dhas and expedite 

 Reception staff are now notifying patients when doctors or nurses are running late, when 
emergencies have arisen, or if there is any other delay. 

 Both Steven and Jaybee suggested that early or late appointments for working patients 
would be appreciated. It was particularly important to them to be able to book 
appointments the day before and minimise missed working time. Yan to discuss with Dr 
Dhas 
 

New Coastal practice/s 
The Coastal Group has acquired an additional surgery in Toftwood, near Dereham. It is also looking 
at taking on another unspecified practice somewhere in South Norfolk. 
 
Who’s moving in next door? 
Cambridge Child & Health Community Services – and physiotherapy studio Back in Motion. 
 
Guest speaker 
Jane then introduced John Reuben who talked to us regarding drug wastage in South Norfolk and 
what we can do to help reduce it and save money. He said £4.5–£5 million in wasted drugs a year is 
wasted in Norfolk every year.  
 
It is a popular misconception that drugs returned to pharmacies are then passed on to third world 
countries for their use. Unfortunately the type of drugs returned are not those that are needed in 
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the places for which charities would collect them. They cannot be reissued here either as the 
dispenser can’t guarantee that the drugs are uncontaminated and have been stored correctly. 
 
John told us that only around 10% of patients actually pay for their prescriptions due to all of the 
current exemptions for over 60s, children, expectant mothers etc so this only gives the exchequer 
approximately  £1 million a year. John expressed the personal opinion that the cost of collection 
probably makes the prescription charge uneconomic. 
 
Patients can be reluctant to admit that they don’t wish to take the medicines prescribed for them 
but they need to tell their doctors if they don’t wish to take medicines or need to switch because of 
side-effects. The most expensive and least effective drugs are those which are not taken correctly or 
indeed at all, particularly if they are regularly reordered on repeat prescription! There is potential for 
saving money without affecting patient care. This is about empowering patients. Pharmacists now 
talk about drug concordance rather than compliance – agreeing drug regimens with patients.  
 
John also said there is the potential to economise by changing up to 70% of branded drugs for 
generic versions. He stressed that the product quality often has to be higher than the original in 
order to gain a manufacturing licence so there is no quality compromise. 
 
Unfortunately NHS England will benefit from any drug a savings not the CCGs - although they will do 
all the work! 
 
GP input 
One of our new GPs Dr Bernd Strathausen introduced himself to the PPG and very kindly 
volunteered to give us a talk at a future meeting. It was suggested that A Day in the Life of a GP 
would be an ideal topic. 
 
Any other Business 
Steven Ashling asked, as someone who works at a distance from Wymondham, how pre-booking 
urgent appointments works. He would ideally like to call from his office late afternoon and be 
offered an appointment early next morning to minimise lost work time.  Jane to clarify and get back 
to him 
 
Name badges for PPG committee/members – Action Yan 
 
Seating - A patient has complained that there are not enough seats with arms in reception. The 
meeting thought a sign could be put up saying something like: “If the available seating does not 
meet your needs please tell Reception.”  Joy said there is also nowhere for a wheelchair user to sit in 
the waiting area without getting in the way. We discussed the possibility of a couple of flip-down 
seats like a bus. Jane suggested contacting the Rheumatology Department at NNUH for advice as 
they had a similar problem and sourced a range of chairs to meet different needs. 
 
Friends and Family - From possibly March the surgery will be trialling a friends and family test where 
you will be asked to put a token in 1 of 3 tubs to review your visit as good, bad or indifferent. Steven 
pointed out that that the anonymous raw data would give no indication of the reason for a bad 
review so there would be no way of correcting the shortcoming. Jane said she suspected it was an 
exercise in box-ticking because the Coastal Group is obliged to comply with the GMS contract. 
 
Next meeting – The next meeting will be on Wednesday 23rd March 2016 from 5.30-7pm. 
 
The meeting closed at 7.50pm 


